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Section I. Fifteen (15| Compulsory questions. SSmarks

01. Give and explain three (3) main characteristics of a good algorithm.
O2. Explain the inheritance in C++.

@ Explain the three (3) types of inheritance in C++.

, o,4. Write an algorithm to find the largest among three different
numbers entered by user.
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O5. Define what is C++ Programming? 3 marks
O6. Describe-types of loops. 6 marks
O7. Explain all the parts of a function. 6 marks

$ OS. Explain a constructor and show how it differs from a default constructor.
3 marks

Enumerate Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) benefits and
describe OOP features. 5 marks
Draw flowcharts of while loop 3 marks
Draw flowcharts of do ... while loop 3 marks
Explain the difference between a class and an object in the context of OOP?
Clari$z your answer with an example. 3 marks

13. Find the error in each of the following functions f prograrn segments and
explain how to fix it.
a) int sum (int x, int y)

t
int result;
result:x*yi

)

Module Module 1

Sub Mainfl
Dim value As Integer = Integer.Parse(Console.Readline0)

Select Case value
Case /

Console.Writeline("You typed one")
Case 2

Console.Writeline("You typed two")
Case 5

Console.Writeline("You typed five")
Case EIse

Console.Writeline("You typed something else")
End

End Sub
End Module

14. Explain the usage of static keyword.
15. Give three (3) differences between Reference and Pointer.
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Section II. Answer any three (3) questions of your choice

(Do not choose more than three questions). Somarks

16. Write a program to check whether the given number is a prime.

17. What are the differences between getchar$ and scanfQ functions
for reading strings?

18. Write a C program to find the greatest of three numbers.

V 19. Give at least two different ways to Declare and Instantiate an
object in Visual Basic 6?

v 2O. List ten (10) differences of C and C++programming languages.

Section III. Answer any one (1) question of your choice

(Do not choose more than one question). lSmarks

21. Assume variable A holds 1, variable B holds 0, variable C holds 10 and
variable D holds 20 then complete the following table: l5marks
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lSmarks22. Discuss the difference between Interpreter and Compiler.
23. Explain the following terms:

a) An abstract class
b) Function overloading;
c) Friend function
d) A namespace
e) Preprocessor

0 Recursion function
g) Function overriding
h) The array
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